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Abstract: In discriminating speakers’ voices, normal-hearing individuals effectively use two vocal characteristics, vocal pitch (related to fundamental frequency, $F_0$) and vocal-tract length (VTL, related to speaker size). Typical cochlear-implant users show poor perception of these cues. However, in implant users with low-frequency residual acoustic hearing, this bimodal electro-acoustic stimulation may provide additional voice-related cues, such as low-numbered harmonics and formants, which could improve $F_0$/VTL perception. In acoustic noise-vocoder simulations, where added low-pass filtered speech simulated residual hearing, a strong bimodal benefit was observed for $F_0$ perception. No bimodal benefit was observed for VTL, which seems to mainly rely on vocoder spectral resolution.
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1. Introduction
Speaker-specific acoustic characteristics (Abercrombie, 1967) are important for identifying a speaker (e.g., their gender), and can greatly contribute to speech communication (e.g., in cocktail-party listening). In normal hearing, two orthogonal voice cues seem to provide crucial information for speaker discrimination; the vocal pitch (related to fundamental frequency, $F_0$), and vocal-tract length (VTL, related to the size of the speaker; Smith and Patterson, 2005).

In users of cochlear implants (CIs), a deficit in $F_0$ perception is routinely observed (for a review, see Moore and Carlyon, 2005), as a result of the spectrotemporal degradations in the transmitted signal (for a review, see Başkent et al., 2016). Recently, a direct manipulation of $F_0$ and VTL that maintained other speaker-related acoustic characteristics intact showed a more severe deficiency for VTL perception than $F_0$ perception, both in CI users (Fuller et al., 2014; Meister et al., 2016; Gaudrain and Başkent, 2018; Zaltz et al., 2018) and acoustic CI simulations (Gaudrain and Başkent, 2015). Thus, overall voice perception in CI users seems to be poorer than previously shown. In bimodal CI users, most commonly with a CI in one ear and acoustic hearing in the contralateral ear (Blamey et al., 2015), the combined electro-acoustic hearing may improve $F_0$ perception (Marx et al., 2015). Yet no study has systematically investigated perception of $F_0$ and VTL in bimodal hearing, limiting our knowledge on potential benefits from bimodal stimulation on voice perception in CI users.

In this study, we have systematically investigated perception of $F_0$ and VTL in acoustic noise-vocoder simulations of electric hearing (vocoder-only; simulating the CI electric hearing only), also with added low-frequency acoustic information (bimodal; simulating electro-acoustic hearing). Previous studies have shown that adding even very limited low-frequency acoustic information to vocoded speech provides usable $F_0$ cues (Brown and Bacon, 2009) or information about the first formant (Verschuur et al., 2013), and increasing spectral resolution of the vocoded speech improves VTL.
perception (Gaudrain and Başkent, 2015). What remains unknown is if these two manipulations provide complementary voice information, leading to a beneficial, but perhaps differential, bimodal effect for $F_0$ and VTL perception.

2. Methods

$F_0$ and VTL perception was measured in just-noticeable-differences (JNDs), using the same stimuli, voice manipulation, vocoding, and adaptive procedure as Gaudrain and Başkent (2015).

2.1 Participants

Sixteen (12 female; 19–28 yrs, average 21.7 yrs, standard deviation 2.5 yrs) native Dutch speakers, with hearing thresholds ≤20 dB hearing level at frequencies between 125 and 8000 Hz, participated in the study.

2.2 Stimuli

Sixty-one consonant-vowel (CV) syllables, uttered by a Dutch female speaker, were spliced from meaningful short Dutch words, taken from the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Audiolgie (NVA) corpus (Bosman and Smoorenburg, 1995). Before each JND measurement, a preview was provided for the upcoming condition, using the sentence (“We kunnen weer even vooruit”; English “For now, we can continue”), uttered by a female speaker, and taken from the “Vrij Universiteit” corpus (Versfeld et al., 2000). All stimuli were presented at 62 dB sound pressure level in a sound attenuated booth, via HD600 headphones (Sennheiser, Wedemark, Germany), AudioFire4 sound card (Echo, Santa Barbara, CA), and DA10 D/A converter (Lavry Engineering, Rollingbay, WA) through S/PDIF output.

Voice manipulation. $F_0$ and VTL were directly manipulated to re-synthesize a range of voices from a single speaker (e.g., Fuller et al., 2014). Using STRAIGHT (Kawahara and Irino, 2005), implemented in MATLAB, different voices along a continuum, going from a reference voice similar to that of the original female speaker to that of a typical male speaker, were created by artificially lowering $F_0$ and simulating a longer VTL. For the reference voice, the average $F_0$ of each CV-syllable was set to 242 Hz, the overall average $F_0$ for the original speaker in the NVA corpus. $F_0$ was manipulated by directly modifying the $F_0$ contours by a number of semitones (st). VTL was manipulated by applying a “spectral envelope ratio” (also expressed in st) inversely proportional to the ratio between new and original VTL values.

Low-frequency acoustic hearing (LPF-only). The low-pass filtered (LPF) speech (Fig. 1) was produced using a sixth order, zero-phase, low-pass filter, at two different cutoff frequencies. One cutoff frequency was set at 150 Hz, complementing the vocoder frequency range (150–7000 Hz). The other was set at the slightly larger value of 300 Hz, covering a range of frequencies that most bimodal CI users would have access to (Gantz et al., 2016, and also within our own patient population, Clarke, 2017). The

![Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic spectra of artificial vowels /i/ (left panel) and /o/ (right panel) with various manipulations. The vowels were generated for illustration purposes using typical formant values in the NVA corpus. For each vowel, the spectral envelope (first column, continuous orange line) was first generated and used to modulate harmonic frequencies (vertical blue lines). The middle row corresponds to the original voice, while the top row corresponds to a decrease in $F_0$ of 12 st, and the bottom row corresponds to an increase in VTL of 6 st (resulting in a shift of 6 st of all formants toward the low frequencies). For each vowel, the second column shows the 4-band noise-vocoded signal (continuous purple line) and the LPF signal with a cutoff of 150 Hz (vertical blue lines). The frequency response of the filter used for the LPF signal, including the chosen gain, is displayed as a dashed gray line. The third column is the same for the 16-band noise-vocoded signal and the 300 Hz LPF signal.](https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5034171)
level of the LPF signal was calibrated using the reference female voice and adjusted for each cutoff frequency so that the average intensity was identical to that of the vocoded signal. However, the level was not further adjusted to compensate the variations in intensity in the LPF signal that resulted from F0 or VTL manipulations. That led the acoustic signal to be amplified by 26 dB in the 150 Hz LPF condition, and 4 dB in the 300 Hz LPF condition. With these amplifications and with the relatively shallow filter slope used, LPF cues remained audible well beyond the cutoff frequency in a way that might be similar to actual bimodal CI users. With such spectral profile it was expected that not only F0, but also the lower end of the spectral envelope containing the first formant for at least some of the vowels, would be audible (Fig. 1).

Vocoder (vocoder-only). A noise-vocoder was implemented with 4, 8, or 16 spectral bands, within the frequency range of 150 to 7000 Hz (Greenwood, 1990), and with parameters based on previous studies (Bingab et al., 2008; Gaudrain and Bas¸kent, 2015). Filtering stimuli and white noise with eighth order, zero-phase, bandpass filters produced analysis and synthesis (carrier) bands, respectively. The temporal envelope in each analysis band was extracted using half-wave rectification and a fourth order, zero-phase, low-pass filter. A relatively low cutoff frequency of 50 Hz was used to minimize temporal pitch cues in the envelope. The synthesis carrier bands were first modulated with envelopes, then summed to produce the vocoded stimulus, and finally adjusted to the same level as the unprocessed stimulus. See Fig. 1 for spectra of two vocoded sample vowels.

Bimodal (vocoder-only + LPF-only). To represent the most common configuration of bimodal listeners, the vocoded stimuli and the LPF speech were always presented contralaterally to the right and left ears, respectively.

2.3 Experimental procedure
F0 JNDs and VTL JNDs were each measured in 12 conditions (unprocessed, 2 × LPF-only, 3 × vocoder-only, 6 × bimodal), with two repetitions, resulting in 48 measurements in total. The order of the test conditions was randomized per participant, and testing was completed in 2–3 sessions, with a maximum duration of 2.5 h per session.

In each condition, first the preview sentence was presented, once unprocessed, and once modified with the upcoming condition’s parameters. Following, the JND was measured using processed stimuli in a 3-interval 3-alternative forced choice (3AFC) 2.down-1 up adaptive procedure (based on Gaudrain and Bas¸kent, 2015, 2018). For each trial, three syllables, randomly chosen from 61 spliced CV syllables, were concatenated with 50 ms of silence in-between, to form a triplet. The participants were presented with this triplet three times, separated by 200 ms, with one triplet modified in voice cue and randomly assigned to one of the three presentation intervals. Each threshold measurement started with the deviant triplet differing from the standard triplets by 12 st in F0 or VTL. The initial step size was 2 st. The step size was divided by \( \sqrt{2} \), if 15 trials elapsed with the same step size, or when the difference between the stimuli became smaller than 2 times the step size. The JND measurement ended after eight reversals and the JND was calculated as the mean of the last six reversals.

3. Results
Figures 2 and 3 show the F0 and VTL JNDs, respectively, for unprocessed, LPF-only, vocoder-only, and combined bimodal conditions. The unprocessed condition produced the baseline JNDs, F0 JND = 0.99 ± 0.60 st and VTL JND = 1.45 ± 0.95 st. The effect of each manipulation of LPF and vocoding alone was investigated by comparing JNDs in LPF-only and vocoder-only conditions, respectively, to an unprocessed condition, using paired comparison t-tests (with Bonferroni correction \( z = 0.05/5 = 0.01 \)). In LPF-only, LPF did not significantly affect F0 JNDs (Fig. 2, left side; 150 Hz: 1.38 ± 1.16 st, \( t(15) = 1.68, p = 0.114 \); 300 Hz: 1.34 ± 1.05 st; \( t(15) = 1.71, p = 0.109 \)), but significantly increased VTL JNDs (Fig. 3, left side; 150 Hz: 14.33 ± 3.51 st, \( t(15) = 15.32, p < 0.001 \); 300 Hz: 11.72 ± 4.11 st; \( t(15) = 9.80, p < 0.001 \)). In vocoder-only, vocoding significantly increased both F0 JNDs (Fig. 2, right side; 4 bands: 21.18 ± 2.20 st; \( t(15) = 37.72, p < 0.001 \); 8 bands: 22.00 ± 2.58 st; \( t(15) = 3.03, p < 0.001 \); 16 bands: 14.33 ± 6.23 st; \( t(15) = 9.09, p < 0.001 \)) and VTL JNDs (Fig. 3, right side; 4 bands: 8.53 ± 2.96 st, \( t(15) = 11.81, p < 0.001 \); 8 bands: 4.25 ± 1.47 st; \( t(15) = 8.00, p < 0.001 \); 16 bands: 3.13 ± 1.95 st; \( t(15) = 4.07, p < 0.001 \)).

Next, we focus on the JNDs with bimodal conditions, the main interest of the study. They were analyzed with a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the main within-subject factors of number of bands in the vocoder (3 levels; 4, 8, 16) and the cutoff frequency of the added LPF (3 levels; none, 150 Hz, 300 Hz), along with the
generalized eta-squared ($\eta^2$) measure of effect size. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied when the sphericity assumption was violated. The bimodal benefit per se, namely the change in JNDs as a result of adding LPF speech to vocoder-only speech, was investigated with planned paired comparison $t$-tests (using the False Discovery Rate, FDR, correction), by comparing each bimodal condition (150 and 300 Hz) to the corresponding vocoder-only condition for each number of bands (4, 8, and 16 bands).

For $F_0$ JNDs (Fig. 2, right side), the ANOVA showed significant main effects of number of bands in the vocoder [$F(2,30) = 27.49$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_G = 0.15$] and added LPF cutoff [$F(2,30) = 644.98$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_G = 0.90$], with a significant interaction [$F(4,60) = 24.84$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_G = 0.26$]. The $t$-tests revealed significant differences between bimodal and vocoder-only conditions, for both LPF cutoffs and for all three vocoder bands [all $p_{FDR}$'s $< 0.001$], but not between the two bimodal conditions of 150 and 300 Hz [all $p_{FDR}$'s $> 0.630$]. Hence, there was a bimodal benefit for $F_0$ perception, and $F_0$ JNDs were mostly determined by LPF.

For VTL JNDs (Fig. 3, right side), the ANOVA showed a significant main effect of number of bands in the vocoder [$F(2,30) = 111.77$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_G = 0.52$], but no significant effect of added LPF cutoff [$F(2,30) = 2.48$, $p = 0.101$, $\eta^2_G = 0.17$], and no significant interaction [$F(4,60) = 1.27$, $p = 0.294$, $\eta^2_G = 0.12$]. The $t$-tests indicated that there was no effect of adding LPF on VTL JNDs in any bimodal condition [all $p_{FDR}$'s $> 0.129$]. Hence, there was no bimodal benefit for VTL perception, and VTL JNDs were mostly determined by the spectral resolution in the vocoder.
4. Discussion

The overall aim of this study was to systematically investigate, using acoustic simulations of CIs, how the LPF and vocoder manipulations would affect $F_0$ and VTL perception, and whether combining the two manipulations would lead to a bimodal benefit for $F_0$ and VTL perception.

The smallest $F_0$ and VTL JNDs were observed in the unprocessed condition (similar values to Gaudrain and Başkent, 2015). The first manipulation, LPF (LPF-only), had differing effects on $F_0$ and VTL JNDs, likely as a result of acoustic cues needed for the perception of each voice cue. LPF with either cutoff frequency did not change $F_0$ JND compared to the unprocessed condition, suggesting low frequencies provided sufficient $F_0$ information to do the task (in line with Brown and Bacon, 2009). The lack of a differential effect between the two LPF-only conditions perhaps came from the adjusted intensity levels. For the 300 Hz condition, with the reference voice average $F_0$, 242 Hz, the first harmonic would lay well within the LPF range, but not necessarily for the 150 Hz condition. It is likely, then, that the extra 22 dB amplification applied in the 150 Hz condition compared to the 300 Hz condition in order to equate intensity somewhat compensated for the effect of the varying LPF cutoff. In contrast to $F_0$ JNDs, LPF made VTL JNDs significantly larger compared to the unprocessed condition, implying that VTL cues were more broadly distributed across a wider frequency range. The second manipulation, vocoding (vocoder-only) made both $F_0$ and VTL JNDs larger, indicating this manipulation made relevant acoustic voice cues poorer (in line with Gaudrain and Başkent, 2015).

The potential bimodal benefit as a result of the combination of the two manipulations, namely adding LPF-only to vocoder-only speech, was the main interest of the study. There was a bimodal advantage for $F_0$ JNDs, consistent with previous findings with bimodal CI users (Marx et al., 2015). $F_0$ perception was affected by the spectral resolution of the vocoder when there was no LPF added (also in line with Gaudrain and Başkent, 2015). However, when LPF was added, the added acoustic cues seemed to be so strong that good $F_0$ JNDs were achieved, regardless of degraded spectral resolution. In contrast, there was no bimodal advantage for VTL JNDs, indicating that LPF speech did not provide sufficiently salient VTL cues. In the previously mentioned study by Fuller et al. (2014), the difference between a typical male and female voice in VTL was 3.6 st. The results in Fig. 3 indicate that this differentiation is possible by using at least 16 bands in the vocoder (with or without added LPF), but not for lower spectral resolution. Thus, the residual low-frequency acoustic hearing or a hearing aid, if limited to very low frequencies, may not improve perception of VTL or its use for other tasks, such as gender categorization, if the spectral resolution in the speech delivered from the CI is also limited, but may improve perception of $F_0$ regardless of spectral resolution.

Interestingly, the bimodal benefit in $F_0$ perception seemed to be mainly due to the LPF speech, rather than an interactive bimodal effect. Similarly, VTL perception seemed to be mainly explained by the vocoder spectral resolution, without an effect of added LPF speech. This observation perhaps implies that $F_0$ and VTL perception rely on different cues and perceptual mechanisms. Alternatively, the lack of interaction may also be specific to the present study, affected by the cutoff values chosen for LPF and vocoder envelope filters. These values were on purpose selected to be relatively limited, to both simulate low-frequency hearing available to most bimodal implant users, as well as to truly reduce the spectral cues in LPF and temporal cues in vocoder envelopes, to be able to better observe any potential complementary bimodal effect. In addition, the use of a female voice—with a relatively high $F_0$—as reference in the 3AFC task may also have limited the possibility to observe a bimodal benefit for VTL. A male voice, with both a lower $F_0$ and with lower frequency formants, might have a better chance at retaining some of its defining characteristics through the LPF. That the study already showed a bimodal improvement in $F_0$ perception despite such limited parameters may be a promising outcome for actual bimodal CI users. Especially for those users with more residual hearing or envelope information transmission capabilities than simulated here, the temporal and spectral cues may overlap more, leading to stronger bimodal benefits in voice perception.
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